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Julie Gardner 
Secretary

Neil Friedenberg 
Director

Suzanne Fournier 
Director

Pearl Roberts 
Director 

Laurene Stefanyk

Director (appointed in September)

Colin Grier  
Director (stepped down in September)

This year has been an unprecedented 
challenge for all of us as individuals 
and as a community, and the same is 
true of our organizations. The global 
pandemic tested the Conservancy’s 
ability to adapt and thrive in a novel 
situation, and it responded admirably. 
Hats off to the staff who took in stride 
restrictions on the use of the office, 
new safety protocols, working from 
home, and above all the constant 
uncertainty about what the next 
month might bring. It’s an old lesson 
that it’s the diverse ecosystems that 
survive abrupt changes, and the GCA 
benefited greatly from its diversity of 

programming this year. Thanks in particular to the Education staff who 
found themselves without any school groups, but were instead able 
to refocus their energy and talent on refining programs, improving 
digital outreach, and assisting with trail building and other outdoor 
infrastructure projects at the MLC. (If nothing else, this pandemic has 
reaffirmed the benefits of spending time outside, in the fresh air - a 
phrase which has renewed poignancy).

Thanks also to all of the volunteers, donors, members, and my fellow 
board members, who work so hard to keep the Conservancy’s 
ecosystem vital. It seems almost miraculous that we have come out 
of this year on such a sound financial and organizational footing, but 
somehow, with your help, our staff were able to pull it off. We are well 
positioned for the future, and with your continued support, I look 
forward to seeing what we can accomplish together.

Here’s to fresh air and a fresh year.

 
Avi Bryant

We acknowledge that we live and work within the asserted, unceded, and traditional territories of the Penelakut, Hwlitsum, 
Lelum Sar Augh Ta Naogh and other Hul’qumi’num-speaking peoples as well as others who hold traditional rights and 
responsibilities in and around what is now known as Galiano Island.  The Galiano Conservancy is grateful to, and has much to 
learn from, these original and current knowledge keepers of the lands and waters we are working to protect and restore.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS, FUNDERS AND VOLUNTEERS
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Earned 
Revenue 7%

Your support makes our work possible! 

www.galianoconservancy.ca/donate

Galiano Conservancy Association
10825 Porlier Pass Rd, Galiano Island, BC, V0N 1P0

250-539-2424 | info@galianoconservancy.ca

FINANCIAL LANDSCAPE FOR 2020
In 2020, we experienced a 65% decline in earned revenues, including a 76% decline in revenue from Education Programs. Donations 

also declined by more than 20% compared to 2019. Yet, thanks to the diversity of our conservation initiatives and continued success 

supporting projects and programs through grants, much of our work proceeded as planned, despite the impacts of the COVID-19 

pandemic. Administration and fundraising expenses declined in 2020, due to both staffing changes and decreased overhead, 

together accounting for less than one quarter of total expenses for the first time since 2014. Negative net revenue reflects an 

increase in amortization expenses, which almost doubled in 2020 due to the addition of the MLC program centre (office building); 

2020 cashflow was marginally net positive.

Revenue Sources

Grants $ 348,302

Wage Subsidies $ 60,678

Donations $ 104,916

Earned Revenues $ 35,796

Total Revenue $ 549,692  

  

Organizational Expenses

Programs & Projects $ 442,234

Fundraising & Development $ 13,080

Core Operations $ 121,337

Total Expenses $ 576,651  

NET REVENUE  $  -26,960  

Grants 63%

Donations 19%

Wage Subsidies 
                      11%

 Programs & Projects 77%

Core
 Operations
21%    

Fundraising &
Development 2%






